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around the edges, so to speak, 
tired of all of the New Age 
smartphone-cursed crap going 
on in the world today, take a 
deep breath. Then, go find a 
copy of Born Ballistic and buy 
it. Save it for a special time, like 
a good cigar. Save it for when 
you can be alone for a little 
while, to savor and enjoy.

Born Ballistic spans 184 
pages and is full of both color 
and black-and-white photos. It 
retails for $25. Amazon will be 
happy to ship you a copy.

(10) NOSLER 

RELOADING GUIDE 9

(NOSLER.COM)

Nosler’s Reloading Guide 9 

consists of load data for 101 
rifle and handgun cartridges, 
with hundreds of new powder 
additions throughout the book, 
creating a comprehensive data 
set for today’s reloader. 

This manual is current 
with every bullet that Nosler 
offers through 2020, from .17 
caliber up to .458 caliber in 
the rifle section, and 9mm up 
to .45 caliber in the handgun 
section. Nine new cartridges 
were added to this manual, 
to include the .20 Nosler, 
.22 Nosler, .24 Nosler, 6mm 
Creedmoor, 6mm XC, 6.5 
PRC, .27 Nosler, 7.62x39 
and .33 Nosler. Also new for 
Reloading Guide 9 are the 
famed cartridge introductions 
written by a collaboration of 
veteran outdoor writers, as well 
as industry icons and experts 
giving their insights into each 
cartridge detailed.  This volume 
includes “Comments from 
the Lab” by Nosler’s Expert 
Ballistics Team, and detailed 
step-by-step explanations of 
the reloading process.

Printed in the U.S.A., this 
hardcover book retails for $25. 
This is a must-have reloader’s 
manual, ideal for even the 
most novice handloader. 

(11) RIFLESPEED 

ADJUSTABLE GAS BLOCK

(RIFLESPEED.COM)

The revolutionary Riflespeed 
Gas Control System makes 
controlling your rifle’s gas 
flow reliable, repeatable and 
foolproof. With the easy-to-
grasp control knob, it’s simple 
to adjust and no tools are 
required. The highly visible 
numbering on the control knob 
ensures that you’ll always 
know your setting. Each setting 
is indicated by a highly tactile 
“click” for use during times of 
reduced visibility. The patented 
Rotation Stop feature prevents 
unintentional disassembly. 

Designed for the most 
rigorous military or LE duty use, 
Riflespeed Gas Controls are 
also ideal for defensive use, 
competition, recreational shoot-
ing or hunting. They’ve been 
proven to perform via tens of 
thousands of rounds of ammu-
nition spent in developmental 
and destructive testing.

With complete control of 
the gas that’s delivered to the 
action of your rifle with each 
shot you’ll enjoy increased reli-
ability, reduced recoil, reduced 
muzzle rise, less aiming disrup-
tion, less wear and tear on your 
rifle, and improved accuracy. 
Set your Riflespeed Gas Con-
trol for ideal performance with 
light commercial ammo or high-
er-pressure mil-spec ammo. 
Dial your gas system in for ideal 
performance in extreme heat 
or frigid cold conditions. Enjoy 
optimal performance with or 
without a suppressor. 

SIERRA BULLETS

(SIERRABULLETS.COM)

(12) 9MM 124-GRAIN JHP: This 
provides a great bullet weight 
for target shooting and per-
sonal protection. This bullet 
should be very accurate for 
use in competitive shooting 
also. As a hunting bullet for 
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small to medium varmints, the 
124-grain Sports Master will 
be a great performer. It’s very 
reliable for feed and function 
in most firearms, including the 
pistol-caliber (PC) carbines.

(13) .30-CALIBER/7.62MM 

169-GRAIN HPBT MATCH: This 
bullet was designed with one 
thing in mind, and that was to 
shoot 1,000 yards with a .308 
Winchester. To accomplish 
that, Sierra added length to 
the boat-tail and engineered a 
forgiving tangent ogive with a 
closed nose. Doing this gives it 
a .527 G1 ballistic coefficient 
(BC), which keeps it super-
sonic past 1,000 yards from 
a .308 chamber. This bullet is 
basically a redesign of the leg-
endary 168-grain MatchKing. 
Anyone who enjoys shooting 
medium to long range with 
a .308, or even the big mag-
nums, will love this bullet.

(14) 7MM/.284-CALIBER 140-

GRAIN TGK: This is the bullet 
every 7-08 shooter has been 
waiting for. The thicker jacket 
for controlled expansion com-
bines with a sleek ogive and 
resin tip to produce a highly 
accurate, long-range-capable 
hunting bullet. This will work 
very well in most 7mm cham-
bers, including magnums. This 
140-grain bullet combined 
with .545 BC truly makes this 
bullet a game-changer.

(15) .270-CALIBER 175-GRAIN 

TGK: Sierra’s new 175-grain 
Tipped GameKing is designed 
to be tough and used for 
heavy-duty hunting work. It 
will hit like a hammer on big 
game from the great .270 
Winchester, as well as be 
right at home in any magnum 
cartridge. It takes a 1-in-8-inch 
or faster twist rate to stabilize 
because of its long length, but 
the end result is a high BC.

(16) 6.5MM/.264-CALIBER 140-

GRAIN TGK: Their new 140-grain 
Tipped GameKing is designed 
for hunting with today’s newer 
cartridges using a 1-in-8-inch 
twist. Expansion is enhanced 
by the tip, and penetration is 
regulated by the thick jacket, 
giving spectacular results on 
game animals. Game from the 
size of whitetails to elk and big 
bears could easily be taken. 
This bullet requires a twist rate 
of 1-in-8-inch or faster.

(17) 6.5MM/.264-CALIBER 

105-GRAIN BLITZKING: This very 
interesting new bullet was orig-
inally developed for the Sierra 
Prairie Enemy 6.5 Creedmoor 
ammunition. Tremendous 
explosive performance on even 
the smallest varmints is its 
history. Requests for the bullet 
as a reloading component for 
use in a wide array of 6.5mm 
cartridges have prompted 
Sierra to offer this bullet. Tre-
mendous expansion is a given. 
True match-grade accuracy 
has been easily achieved in 
all applications. These would 
be most excellent in the 6.5 
Grendel and many other 
6.5mm cartridges for prairie 
dogs, groundhogs and rock 
chucks, up through bobcats 
and coyotes.

(18) .25-CALIBER 110-GRAIN TGK: 

The tipped 110-grain bullet 
is an excellent medium-heavy 
weight hunting bullet with high 
BC. The tipped design provides 
for a bullet that is flat shooting 
and initiates good expansion. 
The jacket provides deep 
penetration. This will be an 
excellent bullet for medium and 
large game in most .25-caliber 
cartridges. The standard rate of 
twist in most .25-caliber barrels 
is 1-in-10 inches, except for 
older .250-3000 Savage rifles. 
This bullet requires a 1-in-10-
inch or faster twist rate.  
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